The authors would like to provide a clarification in relation to Figure 1 in the article.

Although all the cell lines/lanes were exposed together (see accompanying original raw blots), most site panels were not run in adjacent lanes but were cut and pasted to fit the figure format. We provide a revised Figure 1 where a dividing vertical line indicates which lanes were not adjacent in the raw blot. Furthermore, the bands for the breast cancer panel are slightly overcropped and a band for the CNS panel (present in the original raw blot) was cut off. In part, this is due to the fact that cell line SF295 was ran together with the positive control lung cell line H-520 (see figure 2) that is not a member of the NIH-60 cell panel and was cropped out from the original raw blot to fit the description of this figure dedicated to the NCI-60 cell panel.
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Figure 1:
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